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Abstract
Wepresent an x-ray Computed Tomography setup that integrates a seven degrees of freedom robotic
arm as a sample holder within an existing laboratory x-ray computed tomography setup.We aim to
provide aflexible sample holder that is able to execute non-standard and task-specific trajectories for
complex samples. The robotic arm is integratedwith a unified software package that allows for path
planning, collision detection, geometric calibration and reconstruction of the sample. The calibration
is necessary to identify the accurate pose of the samplewhich deviates from the expected pose due to
inaccurate placement of the robotic arm.With our software the user is able to command the robotic
arm to execute arbitrary trajectories for a given sample in a safemanner and output its reconstruction
to the user.We present experimental results with a circular trajectory where the robotic sample holder
achieves identical visual quality compared to a conventional sample holder.

1. Introduction

In this workwe introduce aflexible robotic armwith seven degrees of freedom as a sample holder within a
laboratory x-ray Computed Tomography (CT) setup. The arm adds flexibility to the setup as a sample holder by
enabling arbitrary rotation and placement of the sample. This allows non-standard trajectories that are not
restricted in their sequence, such as conventional circular or helical trajectories. In addition, the robotic sample
holder can avoid occlusions on the projections that would normally be introduced by limitations of static setups
where the sample is inherentlymounted to non-moving parts (e.g.mounted on a plate). In the followingwe
present our work on the integration of a robotic armwith seven degrees of freedomwithin a lab x-ray CT setup
togetherwith a suitable calibrationmechanism. The calibrationmechanism is required as a result of the
insufficient placement accuracy of the robotic arm. A purpose-built sample holder with an embedded geometric
structure is used to calibrate the position and orientation of the sample for later use in the reconstruction step.

The system can easily execute specific trajectories that can overcome the limitations offixed trajectories.
Arbitrary rotations can be reachedwith the robotic arm’s seven degrees of freedom (seven rotational joints). This
will enable imagingmodalities that require non-standard acquisition sequences in the future, such as
Anisotropic x-rayDark-field Tomography (AXDT). AXDT is a novel imaging technique that allows the
extraction of x-ray scattering and phase contrast information by employing grating interferometers [1, 2]. The
robotic sample holder will enable arbitrary rotations covering the full sphere and hence expose the 3D structures
of the target object bymeasuring the full dark-field contrast from all possible angles. Conventional sample
holders pose a significant challengewhen the acquisition trajectory is required to cover the full sphere of
rotations, asmore intervention by the user is required and itmay not be possible tomeasure the sample from
certain angles.
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In the followingwewill provide an overview of relatedwork on imagingwith robotic arms and geometric
calibrationmechanisms for x-ray CT.

1.1. Relatedwork on x-rayCTwith robotic arms
Robotic armswere also used in the past in computed tomography systems [3–5]. Themain difference to our
work is the kind of robotic arm that is used. It offers a higherflexibility than the robotic arms that were used in
relatedwork due to its seven degrees of freedom and it has twofingers thatmake chained pick-and-place tasks
possible without user intervention.

In [3] the source and detector aremounted on robotic arms and the sample is centered between the source
and the detector by the armsThemain difference to ourwork is that this is not a laboratory scale setup but
assembly line scale and that the sample does notmove but the source and detector. Therefore it is not directly
comparable to our setup. The detector pixel size (100μmtheirs versus 150 μmours) and the voxel resolution of
the reconstructions (70 μm versus 100 μm) is very similar to ourwork. The authors do not specify the exact
models of the robotic arms, but from the figure it can be seen that they have four degrees of freedom (compared
to sevenwith our robotic arm). The reduced degrees of freedom countmeans the robot is less flexible and it has
difficulties reaching certain acquisition angles.

In [4] the authors demonstrate the advantage of non-circular CT scanning trajectories. The experiments are
conducted in a simulation using a 3Dmodel of the specimen.With a circular scanning trajectory the specimen
absorbs x-rayswhen spheres are added to it and reconstruction quality is impacted resulting in streak artifacts. It
is demonstrated that by using a simulated sixDoF robotic arm a simulated non-circular trajectory that almost
covers the full rotational sphere would be possible and result in a reconstructionwith no artifacts.

The SiemensHealthineersArtis zeego eco angiography platform [5] consists of a singlefiveDoF robotic arm
which ismoving the detector and sourcewith afixed distance between each other. Themain differences to our
work are that the detector and source are bothmounted to the robotic arm andhence aremoving parts. Also the
sample in this case is a living patient. The robotic arm is positioned such that the body part of the patient which is
of interest lies exactly between the source and detector.

In [6] the authors present an x-ray tomography systemwith two robotic arms. The x-ray source and the
detector can bemoved independently from each other by the two arms and the sample ismounted statically
between them. There are two key differences to the system that we propose. Thefirst is that we aremoving the
samplewhile the authors in [6]propose a system thatmoves the source and detector around the sample. This
means that our systemonly requires one robotic arm instead of two. Furthermore,moving the sample instead of
the x-ray sourcemeans that the system is not restricted tomovable x-ray sources and detectors and hence it is
moreflexible. On the other hand, thismeans that samples in our system aremore restricted in terms of size and
weight, and the sample should not be deformingwhen beingmoved around. The second key difference is that
our robotic arm is significantly smaller and thusfits into an existing x-ray CT setup, while the robotic arms used
in [6] can reach up to 3meters of height (compared to 1.2meters with our arm), whichmight not even fit into an
existing laboratory [7, 8]. Furthermore, the smaller robotic arm in our system ismore affordable in comparison.

1.2. Relatedwork on geometric calibration in x-rayCT
The seven joints of our robotic arm imply seven degrees of freedombut a higher number of joints also introduces
a higher error on the placement of the sample. A calibrationmechanism is needed for determining the
projection parameters of the sample. The projection parameters can be split into the external and internal
camera parameters. The external parameters are the rotation and position of the camera relative to the sample
(or vice versa). The internal parameters concern the camera system itself. In our imaging system the internal
parameters arefixed and they are determined beforehand.

In [9] the authors propose a generic calibrationmethod for tomographic imaging systemswith flat-panel
detectors. Aflat calibration phantomwith 44 spheres in total on twoparallel planes is used for calibration. Both
sets of camera parameters (internal and external) are extracted from the images in a direct computation step.

In [10] the authors propose a calibrationmethod based on a cylindrical calibration phantom similar towhat
wewill use here. At least two sets of spheres in a circular arrangement are needed in order for this approach to
work because this allows the extraction of the center of the calibration phantom’s coordinate system. The
geometric parameters are computed directly with a closed analytical expression for each image. The
parametrization of the geometry only permits rotational acquisition trajectories, whereas our calibration
methodworkswith arbitrary placements of the sample and hence any kind of trajectory.

In [11] the authors propose amethod similar to [10]. A calibration phantomwith two sets of spheres that are
arranged in an ellipse is used. The difference to [10] is that the geometric parameters are not calculated directly
but an optimization step is introduced for computing the rotation parameters. Additionally, thismethod is valid
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for arbitrary geometries, not just rotational trajectories compared to [10]. Themain difference to ourmethod is
that two ellipses are used for calibration instead of a helix.

In summarywhen compared to [9] ourmethod offersmore flexibility in terms of the constraints on the
calibration phantombecausewe do not restrict the arrangement of themarkers to obtain a certain 3D coverage.
When compared to [10] and [11] our approach ismuch simpler in terms of the analytical expressions that are
needed and it is decoupled from the specific geometrical structure on the calibration phantom. And in general,
our approach ismore suitable for robotic armswith higher degrees of freedombecause it is valid for arbitrary
geometries as opposed to themethods in [9] and [10]which are restricted to rotational acquisition trajectories.

2.Methods

In this section themethods for operating the robotic arm as a sample holder in a lab x-ray CT setup are discussed
in detail. After introducing the hardware components and software architecture of the systemmore specific
parts like path planning, collision detection, calibration and reconstruction are described.

2.1.Hardware setup
The hardware components of the system are displayed infigure 1 . Themain difference to a conventional x-ray
CT setup is the seven degrees of freedom robotic arm Panda from themanufacturer FRANKAEMIKA [8]. It has
amaximum reach of 855 mmand a repeatability of 0.1 mmwhen repeatedlymoved froma specific starting pose
to a goal pose. It has twofingers that canmove on afixed axis and grasp objects. Themaximumallowed payload
is 3 kg. The robotic arm and the depth cameras are connected directly to a computer while the detector is
accessible through a network interface. The robotic arm can be turned off in case of emergency fromoutside of
the safety hutchwith a power switch (see figure 1(b)).

Two Intel Realsense D435 depth camera capture themovements of the robot and provide 3D information
about the surroundings as a point cloud. The cameras are connected directly to theworkstation and they are
used for the collision detectionmechanismdescribed in section 2.5.

The robotic arm ismounted on a table inside a safety hutch for x-ray CTwhich houses the x-ray source and
the detector (see figure 1(a)). The detector has amaximum resolution of 2880× 2880 and is connected to a
different workstation on the networkwhich provides a network interface for triggering image capturing. Our
workstation retrieves the raw 16-bit grayscale image over the network.

2.2. System architecture
Infigure 2 a logical overview of the different system components is displayed. The pipeline consists of threemain
steps: sample acquisition, calibration and reconstruction. The robotic armonly needs to be active during sample
acquisition; the remaining steps can also be executed in a different environment, for example on a server

Figure 1.Hardware setup. In figure 1(a) the robotic arm ismounted on a table with the source and the detector inside a safety hutch.
The source to robot distance is 40 cm and robot to detector distance is 176 cm. Twodepth camerasmonitor themovement of the
robot and send a stop signal to the robot controller when the executed trajectory interferes with obstacles. The robotic arm can also be
stopped by amanual power switch that was routed to the operator table outside of the hutch (see figure 1(b)). The relevant coordinate
systems are visualized in red infigure 1(a). The x and y-axis are determined by the right-hand rule.
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computer. This decoupling is achieved by saving intermediate results like images or sensor data to thefilesystem
and reading the data for the calibration and reconstruction independently. The components that are necessary
for executing the steps in the pipeline that they are connected to are on the bottomof the drawing. For example,
for sample acquisition, path planning, collision detection, and the detector interface need to be active, and the
geometry of the sample holder known for execution.

The user interface is decoupled from the rest of the system into aweb-page that runs on anymodern device
with aweb-browser. The communication between the user interface and the system is carried outwith
predefinedmessages protocols. Intermediate results of the experiment like the currently acquired detector
image are displayed on the interface.

2.3. Sample holder
The sample holder is a critical component of the system as it allows the robotic arm to grasp samples of arbitrary
shape and is a fundamental part of the calibration process where the position and orientation of the sample is
identified. The 3Dmodels of the sample holder and the rail component are visualized infigure 3. The sample
holder consists of two parts. The bottompart is where the robot’s fingers can grasp the holder steadily. The
upper part fulfills the actual purpose of placing a geometric structure around the sample on a cylinder. Prior to
attaching the sample holder to the robotic arm’sfingers the sample needs to be glued to themounting plate
which is inserted into the cylinder from the top at the intended position. There is no need to screw themounting
plate, as there is enough frictionwith the cylinder to hold the plate in place (see figure 3).

The cylinder is 5.6 cm tall and 3.5 cm in diameter inside. The sample holder was designedwith a 3D
modeling software and printed using a 3Dprinter with accuracy of 0.08 to 0.2 mmon all three axes. The printing
accuracy is important as the local coordinates of the spheres in the 3Dmodel are used as reference points in the
calibration algorithm.

The geometric structure embedded in the sample holder is a helix which ismade up of 50 embedded
aluminium spheres of 0.678 mmdiameter. These spheres were fixed by hand on notches that were included in
the design process of the holder. The spheres appear as circles on the detector images thatwill be segmented
during calibration.

The helix can be parametrized by the following 3Dparametric curve:
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Figure 2. SystemArchitecture. The user interacts with the systemwith aweb browser using aweb user interface. All three tasks
(sample acquisition, calibration and reconstruction) can be executed independently. The preconditions for running a task are
represented by arrows, e.g. the calibration can only be runwhen the sample acquisition is finished, information about the given
sample holder is available and the circles were registered on the detector images. The final output of running all steps of the pipeline is
a 3D reconstruction volumewhich is saved on the filesystem.
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The parameters r (radius), ρ (frequency) andf (phase shift) parametrize the helix. They can be determined
byfitting the sphere coordinates from the 3Dmodel of the sample holder to equation (1)with a least-squares
term. The source code of this process can be found in the file helix_fitter.py in our repository [12].

The helix can be discretized by choosing a fixed number ÎH of points { } [ ]t Î= ¼ w w,i i H1, , min max for the
free parameter τ:

( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( )t t t=h u v w . 2i i i i

2.4. Path planning
In this section, we are going to outline the important aspects of controlling the robot for use as a sample holder in
x-rayCT setups. Themain component is task planningwhich includes all steps that are necessary to place the
sample at the correct place.

Task planning consists ofmultiple steps. Thefirst step is determining the acquisition trajectory for the given
tomographic task. The acquisition trajectory consists of a set ofN poses (positions and orientations) for the
center of the sample holder that is currently attached to the robot. The acquisition poses are expected to lie on
the intersection of the central ray of the x-ray sourcewith the vertical operating plane of the robotic arm in order
tofit the sample (holder) in the limited field-of-view of the imaging system. The poses are targeted at the center
of the sample holder because our goal is to image the sample that is contained inside the sample holder. These
poses can be generated from the user interface of our software package.

In the second step of task planning information onwhich particular link of the robotic arm should reach the
given pose is added. The kinematic representation (a chain) of the robotic arm is extended by a virtual link that
starts at the arm’s last link and points to the center of the current sample holder. The path planning algorithm
can nowplace the tail of this virtual link at the goal position. This will ensure that the goal pose, which serves as
input to the next step, is exactly at the center of the current sample holder.Without thismodification to the
kinematic chain instead of the sample holder’s center the robotic arm’s last linkwould be placed at the goal pose.

In the third and last step, the inverse kinematics for the given poses are calculated. It calculates the angles at
the joints that are required to reach the given goal pose and calculates a series of angles from the given starting
position to reach the goal. The resulting inverse kinematics is a series of angles and timestamps (also called
trajectory in the robotics literature, different than the acquisition trajectory from step one)where the first set of
anglesmatches the current state of the robot.

We swapped the default inverse kinematics backend for this task in the franka_ros package provided by the
manufacturer with theTRAC-IK librarywhich has a higher solving rate and a shorter runtime for inverse
kinematics tasks on robotic armswith high degrees of freedom like ours [13].

2.5. Collision detection
The inverse kinematics trajectories from section 2.4 are executed one after another with the robot by sending the
individual joint angles to the controller infigure 1(b). This is a dangerous task as the robot could crashwith its
surroundings during trajectory execution. For this reason two collision detectionmechanisms are employed:
passive and active.

Figure 3. Sample holder. (a)The robot can grasp the sample holder with its twofingers by sliding into a conically shaped gap for easier
engagement of thefingers. (b)Themiddle part of the holder houses a helix structure that is used in the calibration step. The aluminium
spheres are glued into holes and can then be segmented in the acquired images. (c)The sample isfixed on themounting rail which is
inserted from the top of the holder into the hollow cylindrical structure (d).
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2.5.1. Passive collision detection
The passive collision detection reads user-defined configuration files containing information about nearby
objects from thefilesystem at system startup and forwards them to themanipulation framework. The
framework passes these objects on to the inverse kinematics such that they are considered as obstacles in the
configuration spacewhen planning the trajectories.

2.5.2. Active collision detection
The active collision detection is a process that retrieves the currently executed trajectory and a point cloud from
the depth cameras (seefigure 1(b)). It then checks if there are potential collisions in the retrieved point cloud
with the current trajectory of the robotic arm. If collisions are detected, the arm is stopped immediately.

A similar collision detectionmechanism for robotic armswas already implemented in [14].While the
concepts are similar to our implementationwe decided to implement our own algorithm for easier integration
with our robotic arm and our software package.

The process that handles the collision detection loads the 3D structure of the robotic arm’s links from the
filesystemwhichwill be used together with the current joint angles of the arm to calculate the approximate
position of the robotic arm’s links.

The active collision detectionmechanism is triggeredwhen a trajectory is received and the robotic arm starts
tomove. The trajectory consists of a set of joint angles for each of the seven joints of the robotic arm and is
transferred to aGPU together with the point cloud from the depth cameras and the 3D structure information of
the robot’s links.

All points from the point cloud that resemble the robotic arm are removed otherwise the robot itself would
be registered as a colliding object. This is done by a self filter which calculates the distance of each point in the
point cloud to individual points on each link of the robotic arm and removes all points from the point cloud that
fall below a certain threshold. Afterwards the arm’smovement in 3D space is calculatedwhile executing the
current trajectory. Thismovement profile is compared to the current point cloud input from the depth cameras
and checked for collisions.

In an additional verification step the algorithm checks if the reported collision points from the point cloud
are not the result of a noisymeasurement by checking that the 27 neighbours in discretized 3D spacewere also
reported as collision points. Finally, the points that fulfill this criterion are reported as actual collision points.

If there are collision points after the noisefiltering step the trajectory execution by the robotic arm is
stopped.

The source code can be found in thefilesCollisionDetector.cpp, detection.cl and verification.cl in our
repository [12].

2.6. Calibration
The calibration procedure tackles the issue that the robotic armdoes not sufficiently accurately place the sample
at the desired position due to inaccurate path planning and inaccurate electricalmotors at its joints. Reading the
sensors of the robotic arm and deducing the samples current position is also insufficient to determine the correct
position as inaccurate values are reported.However the exact position of the sample at each view is required for
the reconstruction.With the calibration procedure we are able to identify the actual positions and orientations
of the sample for the reconstruction step. For the calibration a sample holderwith an embedded geometric
structure that can be detected on the detector images is necessary. A suitable sample holder was introduced in
section 2.3.

The calibration is implemented inmultiple steps (see figure 4). Thefirst step is the post-processing of the
detector image. Its contrast is enhanced and amedianfilter with kernel size 5 is applied to reduce noise and
improve the segmentation results. The calibration circles on the image are detected in the next stepwith the

circleHough transform algorithm [15]. The result is a set of 2D circle center coordinates
( )ˆ =m d dj x j y j, , on

the detector.
Equation (1) and the current position of the robotic arm are nowused to project a set of helix points hi

(equation (2)) onto the detector image for comparisonwith the segmented points m̂j and determining the
geometry of the sample.

For this projection the intrinsic cameramatrixK and the external parametersR and t are needed.K isfixed
for the current x-ray CT setup andR, t are determined by the robotic arm’s current position.

In the followingwewill provide an overview of the equations that will lead to the final least-squares term that
includes the aforementioned comparison algorithm. This least-squares term is used for determining the actual
pose of the sample by utilizing an optimisation algorithm.
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There are three critical coordinate systems in our setup (see figure 1(a)). Thefirst isfixed to the x-ray source
with x, y and z-axis. The second isfixed to the center of the sample holder with u,v andw-axis andmoves with the
robotic arm as it is attached to the arm’sfingers. The third isfixed to the detector with dx and dy axis.

The rotationR of the sample holder relative to the source can be parametrizedw.l.o.g. by consecutive
rotations about the z, y and x-axis:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a b g a b g=R R R R, , 3z y x

t is the offset of the source center to the sample holder’s center:

( ) ( )=t x y z 4

K isfixed and can be calculatedwith the parameters sdd (source to detector distance), dx,p, dy,p (principal points
on dx and dy-axis) and dw, dh (detector pixel width and height):
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These parameters are fixed for the current setup and can be determined beforehand.
We introduce the short notation ζ= (α,β, γ, x, y, z) for the free parameters. The camera projectionmatrix P

can nowbe calculated:

( ) ( ( ) ∣ ) ( )z a b g= Î ´P K R t, , . 63 4

The projectionmatrix is nowused to project a set of ÎH fixed points Îhi
4 on the discretized helix

from equation (2) onto the detector:
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¢di are the homogeneous detector pixel coordinates andmi are the projected analytical helix points on the
detector. These points resemble the expected position of the helix structure and theywill be used for constructing
an error term in the 2Ddetector image domain.

An appropriate cost function for comparing the error between the current and expected position of a
measured circle center m̂j and a projected point on the helixmi is the reprojection error:

( ˆ ) ˆ ( ) ( )z z= - ÎE m m m m, , 9j i j i
2

Equation (9)will onlymeasure the error for a specific pair of points. In our case there are

Figure 4.Calibration procedure. In (a) theflat-field corrected detector image is displayed. This image is contrast-enhanced and
subsequently a circle detection algorithm is executed. The resulting imagewhere the detected circle centers aremarkedwith red
crosses is displayed in (b). Given the geometry of the sample holder and the robot’s sensor readings when acquiring the image, an
initial guess of the helix location (blue crosses) is projected onto the image plane (c). The parameters that define the rotation and
translation of the helix are optimized in a least-squares problem in the 2D image domain. The resulting parameters are used to project
the helix again to the image domain to display the final outcome of the calibration (d).
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• c (detected) circles on the current image,

• s spheres glued onto the holder and

• H projected points on the helix from equation (1).

It is important to note that c� s because the segmentation algorithmmight fail to detect all circles.
We now compare each of the c detected circle centers m̂j to allH sampled and projected pointsmi and choose

the pair with the smallest distance (see algorithm 1).

Algorithm1.Calibration algorithm: cost function

Require: z circles helix points, , _step

Ensure: residuals_min

[]¬residuals min_

for ¬j 1 to size(circles) do
ˆ [ ]¬m circles jj

[]¬residuals

for ¬i 1 to ( )size helix points_ do

[ ]¬m helix points i_i

[ ] ( ˆ )z¬residuals i E m m, ,step j i

end for

[ ] ( )¬residuals min j min residuals_

end for

Wecan formulate this algorithm as a least-squares problem:

 
( ˆ ) ( )( )å zz a b g=

=

E m margmin min , , 10x y z
j

c

i H
j i, , , , ,

1 1

The optimization problem is nonlinear due to the sine and cosine terms in the rotation parametrization. In
our implementationwe use the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. The Jacobianmatrix with the partial derivatives
of the cost functionwith respect to the free geometry parameters is not computed directly, but the 2-point finite
difference scheme is used for numerical estimation.

The resulting parametersα,β, γ, x, y, z can be used for the reconstruction as the geometry of the given
acquisition.

2.7. Reconstruction
For tomographic reconstruction, the sinogram contained 1000 equidistant x-ray projections along a circular
trajectory sized 720× 720 pixels with a spacing of 600μm. The reconstruction volumewas sized
720× 720× 720with isotropic voxel spacing of 100μm. Using ourC++ reconstruction framework elsa [16],
reconstructionwas performed using an iterative conjugate gradient solver run for 50 iterations on a Tikhonov
regularizedweighted least squares problem,with the Josephsmethod for x-ray transformdiscretization and
parallel beamgeometry. Further iterations showed no improvement on the cost function.

2.8. Software stack
The central part of our software stack is theRobotOperating System (ROS) [17]which is amiddleware for the
communication of independent processes across a network. Robotmanipulation is accomplishedwith the
MoveIt!framework [18, 19] and the franka_ros configuration package [20]. For image processing tasks and the
circle segmentationwe useOpenCV [21], formultithreading on theCPUOpenMP [22] and on theGPUOpenCL
[23] and for the tomographic reconstruction elsa [16]. The scientific calculations in section 2.6 are implemented
with scipy [24]. The 3Dmeshfiles of the robotic arm are readwithOpenMesh [25].

3. Experiments and results

Before running themain experiments, an experiment for determining the accuracy of the robotic armwas
conducted. The sample holder from section 2.3was used for all experiments for the purpose of geometric
calibration. The collision detection algorithmwas running in the background throughout these experiments.
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3.1. Robot placement error
The robotic armdoes not accurately place the sample at the desired goal position and it is also not able to report
the current position of the sample accurately. This hinders the reconstruction of the sample. In the followingwe
quantitatively demonstrated the need for a calibrationmechanism.

Wemoved the robot fromdifferent starting positions to a predefined identical target pose. The starting
positionswere sampled on a horizontal circle with radius 180 mmand the center at our default acquisition goal
position along the central x-ray (see figure 5(a)). The resulting positionswere determined by running the
calibration algorithmon the acquired images. Deviations from the desired goal position therefore demonstrate
the need for a calibrationmechanism.

3.2. Calibration parameters
In this sectionwe are going to state our choices for the three parameters of the calibrationmethod in
section (2.6):

• a rejection threshold on the reprojection error

• the number of spheres on the holder

• the sampling rate on the helix structure.

The threshold on the reprojection error determines when a calibration result for a given image is not
accepted as valid and hence not used for the reconstruction of the sample.We chose 2.5 pixels distance between
each detected circle m̂j to smallestmi as threshold.With this threshold the rejection rate of the calibration
algorithmwas 0.8%with 8 out of 1000 for the examplewalnut dataset (withH= 10.000). All rejections
originated from false positives in the segmentation stepwhen randompoints on the imagewere detected as
circles.

The remaining parameters for the calibration algorithm are the number of spheres and the sampling rate on
the helix structure.We have altered one of these parameters whilefixing the other one for ourwalnut dataset and
analysed the change in the reprojection error. Our choice for the helix sampling rate ranged from500 to 30.000.
For the number of spheres we sampled a different set of n random spheres from the detected spheres without
replacement for each individual image, where 10� n� 50. The results are plotted infigure 6 .

For our experiments wefixedH to 10.000.

Figure 5.Robot calibration experiment. (a)Robot placement precision fromdifferent starting positions from the top perspective.
Starting positions sampled on a circle parallel to the base of the robotwith radius of 18 cm and the default goal position for the sample
holder as center point. The goal position (cross) and orientationwas identical for allmeasurements. The resulting images were
calibratedwith the calibration procedure infigure 4 . (b)The centers of the calibrated helix structures are plottedwith circles. The z-
axis is omitted for illustration purposes. The expected location of the circles is outlined by the red cross, which lies on the center ray of
the source. The distance of the actual position of the calibration structure (circles) to the central ray (red cross) demonstrates that a
calibration procedure is needed.
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3.3. CTmeasurements
Weconducted four experiments in total: two samples (walnut and pistachio)were eachmeasuredwith the
robotic arm and a conventional rotational stage.

For eachCTmeasurement, 1000 images were acquiredwith a source voltage of 30 kV, source power of
1445μA, and exposure time of 1s.

Infigure 7(a) the reconstruction of thewalnut with the rotational stage is compared to the robotic arm as the
sample holder. The two volumeswere registeredmanually aswe found automatic registration of the two
discretized volumes to be unreliable. The slices were chosenmanually for illustration purposes. The center slices
of the volume from the top and the front viewwere extracted and cropped to the region of interest.

4.Discussion

4.1. Robot placement error
Wecan see infigure 5(b) that there are two issues: Themean of all points is shifted bymore than 1 mm in both
directions and thefinal positions vary significantly from themean position.

The goal position lies on the intersection of the central ray of the x-ray sourcewith the vertical operating
plane of the robotic arm. Thismeans that the goal position depends on the relative distance between the x-ray
source and the robotic arm’s base. From the shiftedmean infigure 5(b)we can conclude that our assumption of
the goal position is not correct. This systematic error likely is the result of an inaccuratemeasure of the relative
distance between the source and robotic arm.

The second issue arises from the inaccuracy of the inverse kinematics and the limitations of the electrical
motors at the joints. In the ideal case all of the colored points would lie on the same spot. However, thefinal

Figure 6.Calibration parameters. The calibration is influenced by two parameters: The number of points that are sampled on the helix
structure for the distancemeasurements and the number of spheres on the sample holder. Calibration results were evaluated based on
different choices for the two different parameters. The geometric error between the sampled helix structure and the detected spheres
was used as errormetric. A higher sampling rate on the continuous helix structure leads to a lower error but increases the runtime
linearly (a). A higher number of spheres decreases the error but physical constraint do not allow to increase this number as there is
limited space on the sample holder (b). Calibration results for different combinations of the parameters are displayed for a region of
the helix structure (c) to (f). Decreasing the number of spheres severely affects the calibration results.
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positions for allmeasurements form two clusters, without a correlation to the starting point. From the random
distribution of the colored points we cannot determine a systematic pattern and hence no clear reason for these
positions on the graph can be deduced for the starting angles. There is also no obvious reason for the partitioning
of the points in two clusters. From these observations we conclude that a calibration procedure is necessary for
determining the position and orientation of the sample and subsequently reconstructing the sample accurately.

4.2. Calibration parameters
In section 3.2we have stated our choices for the calibration parameters used in section 2.6. For the rejection
threshold on the reprojection error of the calibrated imageswe observed infigure 6(b) that the lowestmean error
per circle is 1.77. This value could serve as a lower bound for the threshold that we are trying to determine
because for the given number of spheres this is the lowest achievable reprojection error on the given dataset.
However, when applied to thewalnut dataset the 1.77 threshold resulted in a rejection rate of 62.3%. For this
reason a higher thresholdwith a lower rejection rate on thewalnut dataset is preferred.We have chosen 2.5
pixels as a threshold becausewhen applied to thewalnut dataset the rejection rate is very lowwith 0.8% and the
reconstruction results are visually identical to the results of the experiment with the rotational stage as discussed
in section 4.4.

For the helix sampling rateH (figure 6(a))we observed that from500 to 10.000 the improvement of 111.6 to
88.7 in themean reprojection error is significant, while the runtime of the calibration per image increases from
0.15 to 4.0 seconds.

Simulating a reduction in the number of spheres on the sample holder (by random samplingwithout
replacement) has the expected consequence of worse reprojection error (see figure 6(b)). There is no significant
difference between 46, 48 and 50 circles because onmost images between 46 and 50 out of 50 circles are detected
by the segmentation algorithm.

Infigure 6 in the bottom row the calibration algorithmwas runwith different combinations of both
hyperparameters. Blue crosses resemble the calibration result of the helix and red crosses are the detected circles.
We can observe that reducing the number of spheres to 10makes the calibration unusable and increasing it to
more than 50was physically not possible as the circles would start to overlap on the images, especially on the
curves of the helix.

4.3. Calibration
A calibration procedure example is displayed infigure 4. Figure 4(a) is post-processed and the circles are
detected. Three circles were not detected. In (c) the current estimate for the external parameters were used to
projectH= 10.000 helix points (blue crosses) onto the image. To improve its overlapwith the detected circles
(red crosses) the parameters are optimizedwith the above problem statement. Finally the helix is projected onto

Figure 7.Experimental results. Awalnut and a pistachio weremeasured and reconstructed in order to compare the conventional
rotational stage (reference)with the robotic sample holder (robot). The reconstruction volumeswere registered and aligned but small
differences are still visible. The detector images were binnedwith 4 ∗ 4 and the reconstruction volume has dimensions 7203. The front
slice is from the perspective of the x-ray source. The top slice is from the bird’s eye view. A zoom factor of 2xwas applied to the slices to
crop the region of interest. Our observation is that the reconstruction quality is identical despite the fact that the volumes are not
aligned perfectly and hence the contrast does notmatch.
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the imagewith the improved parameters (see figure 4 (d)).We can see that the overlap has improved
substantially.

4.4. CTmeasurements
Our observation from figure 7 is that there is no qualitative difference between the results of the robotic sample
holder and a conventional rotational stage as a reference. As the volumes could only be registeredmanually, we
performonly a qualitative assessment. Two samples of different size and internal structureweremeasured, a
walnut and a pistachio.We can see infigure 7(a) that the internal structure of thewalnut wasmapped as
accurately for the reconstruction of themeasurement with the robotic arm aswith the reference experiment.
The pistachio infigure 7(b)has a simpler structure compared to thewalnut, butwe can assess the slit in the
kernel and the sharpness of the shell.When comparing the reconstruction of themeasurement with the robotic
arm to the reference reconstruction, we can see that there is no loss in the visual quality of the slit in the
pistachio’s kernel and its shell in both the top- and front-view.

4.5. Futurework
In futurework the system can be improved in several ways.

The sample holder could bemoreflexible. Its size currently limits the size of the sample but this can be
tackled in another design iteration by embedding the geometrical calibration structure into the base of the
holder when it is positioned upwards of the base and compressed in its height. The cylindrical envelope
surrounding the sample could be removed and as a consequence, the sample also doesn’t strictly need to be
inserted from the top. It could be positioned right were the geometric structure would end.Depending on the
mountingmechanism of the sample, samples of arbitrary sizes could bemeasured assuming themaximum
payload of 3 kilograms is not exceeded [8].

Moreover, experiments with non-standard trajectories are subject of futurework.
Finally, the accuracy of the calibration algorithm could be improved by improving the circle detection

algorithm that is run on the acquired images. Currently, we are using the circleHough transform algorithm
which could be replaced by amore precise algorithmwith sub-pixel segmentation accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In this workwe have demonstrated the use of a seven degrees of freedom robot as a sample holder for x-ray
computed tomography using our complete software packagewith path planning, collision detection and
calibration.Our findings have confirmed that this kind of robot can be used for computed tomographywith
consistent results when compared tomore conventional sample holders. A suitably sized sample holder with a
geometric structure that can be used for calibrationmust be provided.
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